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In this report we focus on nine Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) whose side jobs or outside interests, in our view, give rise to concerns over potential conflicts of interest. Pursuant to Article 3 of the Code of Conduct for Members of the European Parliament with respect to financial interests and conflicts of interest, “A conflict of interest exists where a Member of the European Parliament has a personal interest that could improperly influence the performance of his or her duties as a Member.” We express the belief that any MEP in the pay of commercial organisations directly or indirectly involved in influencing EU decision making, at the best will not be perceived as maintaining “disinterest” (“disinterest” being one of the Guiding Principles in Article 1 of the Code) and at worst may actually come under commercial influence. In this report we highlight the risk of actual or perceived conflicts of interest developing and call for changes to the Code including a complete ban on side jobs with companies or groups involved in EU lobbying.

We take a special interest in MEPs employed by companies or groups lobbying in Brussels on the same issues that they are involved in regulating. These include MEPs sitting on the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs who are on the payroll of banks, investment and insurance firms, or providing financial consultancy services; MEPs on the Industry, Research and Energy Committee who are in the pay of big business lobbies or heavy industry; and, an MEP on the Environment Committee advising an energy company. We document cases of MEPs who are also chief executives or chairs/members of boards of companies that lobby the EU or whose area of interest they are active on in Parliament.

Four years on from the 2011 ‘cash for amendments’ scandal in the European Parliament, and three years after the Code of Conduct for MEPs was adopted, many MEPs continue to declare side jobs or outside interests that may give rise to potential conflicts of interest. Concerns over the outside interests of some of the MEPs detailed in this report, such as those of Rachida Dati and Nirj Deva, have been previously highlighted, whilst others are being flagged up for the first time. Other than the vague requirement to provide information “in a precise manner” in Article 4 (2) of the Code, MEPs are not explicitly obliged to provide detailed information in their DoFIs. As a consequence there are significant inconsistencies in the level of detail which individual MEPs choose to provide.

We are calling for a review of the Code to oblige MEPs to supply much more detailed information in their DoFIs. Stricter disclosure requirements are needed not only to ensure transparency in relation to potential conflicts of interest and/or potential undue influence but also to avoid such conflicts actually developing, and if they do, ensure they are resolved. Furthermore, we share the view outlined in ALTER-EU’s March 2015 briefing ‘Ten policy recommendations for a strengthened MEP Code of Conduct’, that the risk of conflict of interest can only be achieved through a ban on side jobs with companies or groups that are involved in EU lobbying, as well as tighter disclosure requirements for outside financial interests, a strengthened ethics advisory committee, stricter enforcement and stronger sanctions for violations of the Code.3

Section 1 of this report is split into two parts: Section 1.1 looks at DoFI’s which raise more questions than they answer, due to vague or ambiguous declarations, and Section 1.2 looks at MEPs whose declared side jobs or outside interests raise concerns about potential conflicts of interest. The latter examines the financial interests declared by five MEPs which have not previously been publicly scrutinised. For reasons which we set out, we believe that in these cases the financial interest of the MEP could affect the performance of their duties. The five MEPs are: Michał Boni, Birgit Collin-Langen and Dariusz Rosati from the centre-right European People’s Party (EPP), Renato Soru from the centre-left Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats (S&D) and Guy Verhofstadt from the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE).

Section 2 of this report examines the financial interests of four MEPs which, despite having attracted controversy in previous years, are ongoing: Rachida Dati, Paul Rübig and Bendt Bendtsen from the EPP and Nirj Deva from the European Conservatives and Reformists (ECR).

At the end of this report we offer our ‘Conclusions and recommendations’ about what we think needs to change.
Class of 2014 - 2019: Some financial declarations raise more questions than they answer, others raise questions about potential conflicts of interests

The 2014 - 2019 European Parliament is the first to begin its mandate with a Code of Conduct for MEPs in place, and the requirement to declare all financial interests in a declaration of financial interest (DoFI). But is the Code sufficiently stringent, and is it having the desired effect?

This section looks first (Section 1.1) at MEPs whose DoFI’s – whilst compliant with the rules – contain such little information and/or use such vague terminology that they raise more questions than they answer, and secondly (Section 1.2) at those whose declared side jobs or outside interests in our view raise concerns about potential conflicts of interest.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEP</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Who are they working for</th>
<th>Relevant committee positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michał Boni</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Expert/advisor for polish big business lobby <strong>Lewiatan</strong>, which is member of <strong>BUSINESSEUROPE</strong></td>
<td>Substitute on energy and industry committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renato Soru</td>
<td>S&amp;D</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>President/ CEO of <strong>Tiscali SPA</strong>, Italian internet and telecommunications company</td>
<td>Member of economic and financial affairs committee and substitute on energy and industry committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birgit Collin-Langen</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Member of advisory board for German energy company <strong>RWE</strong></td>
<td>Member of the environment committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Verhofstadt</td>
<td>ALDE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Committee/board memberships of shipping group <strong>Exmar Belgium</strong> and of investment and holdings company <strong>Sofina</strong></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dariusz Rosati</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Member of the supervisory board of <strong>Bank Millennium</strong>, Poland, and of the advisory board of global investor and asset manager <strong>Meridiam</strong></td>
<td>Member of economic and financial affairs committee and substitute on internal market/ consumer protection committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After trawling through the DoFIs of MEPs that declare some outside activity or role, it became clear that many declarations contain too little information or information which is too vague to easily determine if potential conflicts of interests exist. This, we believe, highlights a problem with the inadequate declaration rules and the monitoring of MEP DoFIs.

It is not uncommon - and is currently permissible - for MEPs simply to state that they work as a “consultant”, “expert”, “self-employed”, or similar, without stating which entities they provide the services to, or stating precisely what the services are. For example:

- UK ECR MEP Timothy Kirkhope declares €500 to €1000 per month as a “Business Consultant”;
- Croatian Greens/European Free Alliance MEP Davor Škrlec declares €1001 to €5000 per month from “Expertise”;
- Bulgarian EPP MEP Svetoslav Hristov Malinov declares under €500 a month from “Providing expert services”; and,
- non-aligned French MEP Aymeric Chauprade (Front National) declares €1001 to €5000 per month from being “self employed”.

In his DoFI dated 25 June 2014, Steven Woolfe, a Europe of Freedom and Direct Democracy (EFDD) MEP from the UK elected in May 2014, declares regular outside activity as a “Consultant”, earning him €1001 to €5000 per month. This vague job description - although not uncommon - caught our eye in conjunction with a statement on Woolfe’s own United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) website. Until we made inquiries of his office on 13 May 2015 the website stated that whilst Woolfe was formerly “a lawyer in the City of London and spent the past few years as general counsel for hedge fund managers”, he “now acts as a legal and regulatory consultant to financial institutions.” Following our inquiries this was amended to “previously acted” as a financial consultant. However his office declined to confirm that he no longer acts as a consultant to financial institutions.

Woolfe is a member of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON), which is responsible for the regulation of financial services. During an ECON debate in January 2015, in a speech concerning the proposed regulation of certain financial products, Woolfe argued that these products “have been created by market participants over years, and simply for the need to do something, or be seen to do something, you may end up killing the market... and drive it out of Europe”. Given this, and his website’s recent statement to the effect that he acts as a consultant to financial institutions, we decided to write to Woolfe and ask him for more information about his work as a consultant. Mr Woolfe’s office however were reluctant to provide any detail, stating that “Consultancy contracts undertaken by Mr Woolfe as a consultant may or may not have continued or ceased during the course of the past year and will be updated on the next MEP’s DoFI.” Informing us that they would update his UKIP website (which now reads that he “previously acted” as a financial consultant), Mr Woolfe’s office added that his DoFI is retrospective. Yet Woolfe’s DoFI lists “Consultant” under previous activity and under “regular remunerated activity which I undertake alongside the exercise of my office”. Although only one case amongst many, the difficulty of finding out what Woolfe’s role as consultant entails, including for what clients and on what regulatory matters, strongly indicates the need for more detailed declarations and better monitoring of DoFIs in order to achieve true transparency.

The vague or ambiguous declarations made by many MEPs in their DoFIs, which leave the public with little idea whether an outside job or interest may or may not involve a potential conflict of interest, indicate the need for more stringent and specific details about activities declared in DoFIs. This should include more detailed descriptions of otherwise ambiguous job titles or categories such as “consultant”, including listing clients and the subject and nature of the consultancy service provided to each client. It is also our view, as the following sections will build upon, that the Code of Conduct should be updated to explicitly rule out advising or providing other lobby services to companies influencing the European Parliament, Commission and Council, including consultancy services.

(C) “Pursuant to Article 4(2)(c) of the Code of Conduct I declare my regular remunerated activity which I undertake alongside the exercise of my office, whether as an employee or as a self-employed person.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Categories of income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Consultant</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any regular income Members receive in respect of each item declared shall be placed in one of the following categories:

1. EUR 500 to EUR 1000 gross a month;
2. EUR 1001 to EUR 5000 gross a month;
3. EUR 5001 to EUR 10 000 gross a month;
4. more than EUR 10 000 gross a month.

Steven Woolfe. DoFi, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/me-
pdf/1247b1_DFI_rev0_FR.pdf (Original declaration –25/06/2014 – most recent version as of 27 Mach 2015).
DoFIs revealing potential conflicts of interest

As well as many vague declarations, there are a significant number of MEPs whose DoFIs reveal side jobs for, or outside interests with, firms or groups that are lobbying at EU level, or have clear EU-level policy interests, which may give rise to potential conflicts of interest. Below, we take an in depth look at some of the MEP’s whose DoFIs raise particular concerns: Michał Boni (EPP) Renato Soru (S&D), Birgit Collin-Langen (EPP), Guy Verhofstadt (ALDE) and Dariusz Rosati (EPP).

Michał Boni

Michał Boni is Polish EPP MEP, who was elected to the European Parliament in 2014, and was formerly Polish Minister of Administration and Digitisation.21 In his DoF, Boni details under Committee and Board memberships that he is "hired as an expert / advisor" for PKPP ‘Lewiatan’, earning him €1001 to €5000 per month.22 Polish Confederation Lewiatan is a powerful Polish business lobby group, and the Polish member of influential Brussels-based big business lobby and employers association BusinessEurope.23 Lewiatan, "representing employers’ interests in Poland and in the European Union", has a Brussels office which participates "actively in the works of BUSINESSEUROPE bodies... on all aspects of the EU economic policy, such as... improvement of competitiveness of European enterprises, reduction of the red tape and simplification of business-related regulations [etc]".17

Both Lewiatan and BusinessEurope are signed up to the European Commission and European Parliament’s Transparency Register for Interest Representatives – more commonly known as the lobby register. Lewiatan declares 8 lobbyists and a lobby expenditure of €50,000 to €99,999 in 2013,24 whilst BusinessEurope declares 29 lobbyists and a lobby expenditure of €4,000,000 to €4,250,000 in 2014.25 Lewiatan’s direct members include Google, Boeing, Alstom, tobacco giants BAT and Phillip Morris, Polish tele-communications firm Polkomtel and insurance firm PZU.20 Its promotional material boasts that it has a ‘Black List of Barriers’: “Every year, we submit a list of major law barriers “Urges the Commission to establish...a high level adviso-

Michał Boni is a substitute member of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE),22 a key target in the European Parliament for big business lobbying. In December 2014, Boni, together with several other EPP MEPs, submitted a ‘Motion for a resolution on the revision of the Commission’s impact assessment guidelines and the role of the SME test’.23 This motion included recommendations that were very similar to those made by BusinessEurope, and by extension, its member Lewiatan. For example, the motion proposed that the so-called SME test should be integral to Impact Assessments and “mandatory for


business-relevant legislative proposals”. Furthermore, the motion:
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ed that “Impact assessments, to which SME tests must be integral, have to take all adaptation, compliance and administrative costs into account”, emphasised the input of “stakeholders” i.e. business organisations, and lobbied for an external body (similar to the ‘high level advisory body on better regulation’ described above) “to scrutinise the Commission’s impact assessments and to assess the evidence base and costs and benefits of substantive amendments”.

Bonì’s close ties to Lewiatan/BusinessEurope are also apparent from joint events. For example, on 25th March 2015 Bonì partnered with Lewiatan and others to organise an event on “the role of social business in enhancing the EU’s competitiveness”, with Bonì speaking alongside BusinessEurope’s Director General Markus Beyrer. Bonì is also on the committee of the European Forum for New Ideas (EFNI), an annual “meeting of the business milieus” and policy-makers, organised by Lewiatan, BusinessEurope and others. This role is not explicitly referred to in Bonì’s DoFI, which lists only his role as expert/advisor for Lewiatan.

Bonì also declares three other activities under ‘Occasional outside activity’, each bringing him an annual equivalent of €1001 to €5000 per month. As well as a local government position and the somewhat unclear ‘KPMG. Wroclaw European Capital of Culture 2016’, Bonì lists “Expert studies” (“Opracowania eksperckie” in Polish). This kind of vague and ambiguous declaration is not uncommon, and in Bonì’s case leaves a big question as to what kind of work this entails, let alone whether it might give rise to potential conflicts of interest.

In response to request for comment, and as to whether any of his roles included activities which fall under the European Parliament and European Commission’s definition of interest representation, Mr Bonì responded that “I think that, as a citizen of the European Union, I am entitled to work in the field of consultation if this is compliant with my competences and knowledge” and furthermore that “I am sorry that I have been accused of being partisan only because of my former experience and professional activity.”

In his response, Mr Bonì also gave some details of his political history during Poland’s political transformation in the 1990s, including as Minister of Labour and Social Policy, and as “a co-originator of social dialogue in sovereign Poland”. He goes on to state that “In cooperation with the Polish Confederation Lewiatan I developed an expertise concerning social dialogue and I met with representatives of trade unions, which was the result of the experience I have gained before.” This is the only comment he gives with respect to questions about his current role as expert/advisor for Lewiatan and whether it includes interest representation.

With respect to his undeclared membership of EFNI, Mr Bonì states only that it “is an honour” for him to be a member alongside “outstanding figures” such as former Polish Prime Ministers and Members of the European Commission. Regarding his income from KPMG, Bonì clarifies that “Due to my competences and skills I was able to prepare a report for KPMG concerning introduction of digital management in Polish cities in the scope of social policy, culture and social capital management and introduction of “smart cities” solutions.” He adds that he was “simultaneously working with Professor Jerzy Hausner on the report entitled “Konkurencyjność polskiej gospodarki” [Competetiveness of the Polish economy].” However, Mr Bonì also states that he “had worked on the reports” and was “engaged in all of these purely research activities” before he was elected as an MEP. “Since then, I have not performed any such function.” It is not clear if these “reports” also refer to Mr Bonì’s declared occasional activity “Expert studies”, about which he does not provide the requested clarification about what this role entails.

For the sake of public interest law-making, the integrity of the European Parliament, and the appearance of these, the MEP Code of Conduct should be updated to include a list of clear criteria to define which activities constitute a conflict of interest. This should include being employed or receiving any other form of benefit or reward from an industry lobby group, a lobby consultancy or any other lobby actor involved in EU lobbying.
Renato Soru is an Italian S&D MEP who entered the European Parliament in July 2014. In his DoFI, under Committee and Board memberships, Soru declares that he is “Presidente CEO Tiscali SPA”, earning more than €10,000 per month. Furthermore, Soru declares under Holdings “Partecipazione in TISCALI SPA”, earning him between €500 and €1,000 per month. Tiscali is an Italian internet and telecommunications company, which throughout the 2000s owned internet service providers across Europe. As President of Tiscali, Soru was named by Forbes as one of the 100 richest people in the world in the early 2000s, with a net worth of over $4 billion (US) as of September 2001.

In the European Parliament, Soru is as member of the ECON Committee, and substitute on the ITRE committee. One of the priorities of ITRE is “to build a true European digital market”33, a remit that overlaps with the interests of Tiscali. Furthermore, Soru has been active in the European Parliament concerning digital single market and internet governance – issues of direct commercial concern to the company that he chairs. For example, Soru has spoken in Plenary during debates on the Digital Single Market,34 as well being one of a number of MEPs who successfully tabled a Joint Motion on the renewal of the mandate of the Internet Governance Forum in February 2015.35 The Internet Governance Forum is “the leading global multi-stakeholder forum on public policy issues related to Internet governance,” a UN-affiliated platform intended to bring together different stakeholders from the public and private sector.36

Soru is also a member of the European Internet Forum (EIF),37 a fact which he had not declared in his DoFI when the research for this report was undertaken, despite many fellow MEP members declaring membership of EIF in their DoFIs.38 EIF is an MEP-industry forum, which have been criticised as under-the-radar lobbying vehicles used to promote industry interests, and are subject to few rules and little transparency.39 EIF’s business members range from Google, Amazon and Apple to Nokia, Vodafone and Sky.40 Its stated goals include to ensure that Europe “benefits fully” from the digital transformation “through enhanced global competitiveness and social progress” and to support MEPs “from all political groups in their efforts to shape policy and regulation”.41 EIF is signed up to the Transparency Register, where despite listing three lobbyists accredited to the European Parliament, and annual interest representation costs of €450,000 to €500,000 in 2012, it states that it “is not a lobbying organisation.”42

Although there is no clear evidence of recent direct EU-level lobbying by Tiscali, it is problematic that Soru is president of a company that has clear commercial interests in regulatory areas that he is also active on as an MEP. This is a situation that could well lead to the perception – even if not realisation – of potential conflicts of interest. It is therefore emblematic of the kind of side job that is incompatible with being an MEP, and the reason why the Code of Conduct should be updated to exclude holdings, paid or unpaid positions on advisory or supervisory boards, or other positions of power (e.g. executives or CEOs), in companies operating in fields that MEPs are likely to regulate or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament.43

In response to request for comment, including as to whether his role as Tiscali CEO includes activities which fall under the definition of interest representation, Mr Soru responded that he does not believe there has been a conflict of interest between his activities as “an entrepreneur” and his current role as an MEP:

“In the Parliament I have been offering my professional expertise in a sector that is considered a priority for Europe, both by the Commission and by Member States. I was not instrumental in deciding this priority, but I fully support the decision and I wish Europe to play an important role in the next Digital Revolution. I have been working in the internet sector for the past 20 years, a time during which I developed a strong knowledge of the field. I believe mine is a privileged
point of view, since my professional and political experiences give me a technical expertise, united with a personal vision of what the future Europe should be, digital, connected, competitive. For this reason I see my contribution as potentially useful for the development of European policies in the digital sector. My political activities in the ITRE committee have been limited to contributions to various political position papers, discussions and to the resolution on the future of the Internet Governance Forum, furthermore I am shadow rapporteur on a resolution the Parliament is preparing on the Big Data economy, none of these has a direct impact on Tiscali, as they are only a general attempt to further strengthen the Digital Economy in Europe.”

Mr Soru furthermore noted that his position and interests in the digital sector have always been transparent, and that his “competences can be an asset for the Parliament” and his “commitment has been irreproachable.” With regards to his failure to declare his membership of EIF, Mr Soru thanked us for bringing this to his attention, and noted that his “personal participation in the Forum started after the first declaration and I did not update it recently, I will correct it as soon as possible” - which he duly did in April 2015. Mr Soru also commended and supported our efforts “towards maintaining integrity and transparency and invite you to continue your activity and check my actions as much as you believe necessary.”

The top income bracket that an MEP can declare for monthly outside earnings is open-ended i.e. it has no upper limit: “more than €10,000 gross per month”. Whereas the lower bandwidths are €500 to €1000 gross per month, €1001 to €5000 a month, and €5001 to €10,000 a month. This leads to the perverse outcome that the more modest an MEP’s outside earnings are, the narrower the margin of monthly income they must declare, and the greater the specific detail of an outside financial interest the public can know. Put another way, the more they earn, the less we have a right to know. For this reason, we also asked Mr Soru what his actual monthly income from his role as CEO of Tiscali was (though Bloomberg reports his Tiscali salary to be €350,000 per year), to which he replied that he found the question “quite odd”:

“I reported my income following the rules prescribed by the Parliament and I do not wish to disclose any further detail. My salary is in line or below the average remuneration for CEOs of medium level companies. I hope that the transparency requirements of the European Parliament are enough to provide you with understanding of my income while maintaining my personal privacy.”

Mr Soru may be in accordance with the rules, but there is clearly a problem with the rules when they provide less transparency, the more an MEP earns. Smaller and regular bandwidths for outside earnings should be introduced, as well as requiring any monthly income higher than €10,000 to be fully disclosed, in order to correct the problematic result of more privacy for the more wealthy. Instead, the more MEPs earn, additional to their MEP mandate, the more scrutiny there should be from parliamentary authorities so as to prevent risks of conflicts of interest.”
Birgit Collin-Langen is a German EPP MEP who sits on the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI). In her DoFI, Collin-Langen declares that she is a Member of the RWE “Beirat”, an Advisory Board of RWE, the German electric utilities company, earning €500 to €1000 per month. The electricity and gas company, which had sales of €54 billion in 2013, is signed up to the Transparency Register, declaring EU lobby expenditure of €2 million in 2013, with its own Brussels office including three lobbyists accredited to the European Parliament. RWE is also a member of several energy industry and business lobby groups highly active in Brussels, including EuroElectric, Eurogas and BusinessEurope. With the bulk of its power generation coming from coal, lignite and gas, RWE has enormous vested interest in policy areas that the ENVI committee is responsible for in Parliament – particularly policies to do with climate change and carbon emissions.

There is significant similarity between some positions on climate and energy expressed by RWE and by Collin-Langen. In a 2013 European Commission consultation on the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), RWE argued that “Any unilateral tightening of the EU’s carbon target therefore risks disadvantaged Europe’s industry’s global competitiveness, risks accelerating damaging carbon leakage and is therefore not supported by RWE.” Collin-Langen has expressed a similar stance in a Parliamentary debate, stating that the new climate targets to be decided at the UN climate talks in Paris December 2015 should “apply to all countries”, in contrast to the Kyoto Protocol, which placed greater obligations on industrial nations (i.e. it recognised “common but differentiated responsibility”, a key principle of climate justice).

Both RWE and Collin-Langen continue to have an active interest in the EU ETS. In January 2015, Collin-Langen tabled amendments to an ENVI committee draft report on the proposed EU ETS market stability reserve, including adding provisions for a Commission review of the EU ETS “with particular regard to carbon leakage provisions and the continuation of free allocations” in order to provide incentive for “the most efficient performance taking into account direct and indirect carbon costs.” RWE is a strong proponent of the (highly ineffective) EU ETS being the EU’s “primary tool for climate protection in Europe”. RWE has argued vehemently that the ETS’ price of carbon is not too low and against any “discretionary” interference in the ETS, as well as warning against carbon leakage. Collin-Langen’s amendment for an ETS review after 2020 focusing on carbon leakage provisions could serve RWE’s interests, and provide them with another significant opportunity to push their interests.

In response to request for comment, and as to whether any of her activities in her RWE board role fall under the definition of interest representation, Ms Collin-Langen responded that the board is not a supervisory but an advisory board, its members do not have a control or management function, and therefore she does “not see any danger of a conflict of interest with regard to my role as a member of ENVI”. She furthermore noted that her membership of RWE’s Advisory Board “dates back to my former duty as a Mayor of the city of Bingen”, and that after her resignation from office as Mayor, she was “asked to continue to contribute my experience of local politics to the Advisory Board”. Ms Collin-Langen elaborated that it is through “this advisory function, the management of the RWE Group is rather made aware of local and social interests”. She is remunerated on an annual rate, which “amounts to 250 euros when translated on a monthly basis”, in addition to which “there are attendance fees”, though this did not “reach the relevant declaration limit of 6,000 euros per year”.

There is clearly a potential conflict of interest for an MEP to have a remunerated position on an advisory board for a (predominantly fossil-fuel-based) power company, whilst sitting on the committee that has most influence on EU climate and energy legislation. Collin-Langen’s role for RWE as a member of a regional advisory board is to advise the company’s Executive Board “on matters of corporate and municipal energy policy...particularly issues of future strategic positioning” and make suggestions “for general development of the business in the regions”. The authors of this report do not share the opinion that sitting on an advisory board is less dangerous with respect to potential conflicts of interest than sitting on a supervisory board. On the contrary, as boards like the RWE “Beirat” do not even have a specific legal function, nobody knows exactly what the task of the members is. This has lead to concerns about the dangers of RWE’s “Beirat” acting as a committee for mutual influence, with media reports in Germany having questioned its role in the past. Furthermore, since Collin-Langen is no longer a local politician but an MEP, the sense of her continued membership of a local “Beirat” is also questionable.

Whilst Collin-Langen’s RWE role may not involve giving strategic advice on EU lobbying, we believe that regardless
of her exact function, her being affiliated with, and on the payroll of, a company whose commercial interests may be served by amendments she has tabled, positions she has advocated, or what she voted for or against in committee, may give rise to the public perception of a potential conflict of interest. Situations like this should be avoided by stronger and clearer rules on what side jobs and outside interests MEPs may and may not hold. Any paid or unpaid position on an advisory or supervisory board – regardless of its exact function – of companies involved in EU lobbying, operating in fields that MEPs are likely to regulate or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament should be prohibited.62

Guy Verhofstadt

Guy Verhofstadt is a Belgian ALDE MEP, and a former prime minister of Belgium, who now Chairs the ALDE group, sits on the Conference of Presidents (BCPR), and is also a member of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs (AFCO).63 Verhofstadt declares seven Committee and Board memberships which together earn him a minimum of €12,003 gross per month, including for two large Belgian companies, Exmar and Sofina.64 Exmar is a Belgian shipping group serving the international gas and oil industry, specialising in the transport of gas and liquefied gases.65 Verhofstadt’s role as an ‘independent director’ of Exmar earns him €1001 to €5000 per month.66 Whilst Exmar is not in the Transparency Register, its business interests are certainly affected by EU-level laws and regulations, particularly in the areas of trade and market access, a fact which was illustrated by Verhofstadt’s keynote speech at a shipping industry gala dinner in Brussels, March 2015.67 Hosted by the European Community Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA), which Exmar is a member of through ECSA’s Belgian member, the Royal Belgian Shipowners’ Association (KBRV),68 the gala dinner brought the shipping industry and EU officials together. Both ECSA and KBRV are signed up to Transparency Register, declaring lobby expenditure of under ten thousand euros (in 2013 and 2014 respectively).69 For his keynote speech at the ECSA dinner, Verhofstadt was introduced as “one of the few top politicians in Europe who has a very active role in the shipping industry, because he is a member of the board of one of Belgium’s biggest — if not the biggest — shipping groups, Exmar”70. It has been reported that at this schmoozing-come-lobby dinner, Verhofstadt urged the shipping industry to get behind the controversial Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), which would be a “huge potential opportunity” for the industry, opening-up access to coastal trades currently blocked under the US Jones Act. Verhofstadt urged European shipowners “to raise your voice, to the (European) Commission, to the (European) Parliament, to everybody involved, so that steps are taken to remedy this situation,” and further pledged that TTIP would “make life easier for global business.”71 In a comment to us, Mr Verhofstadt’s office confirmed that “he indeed launched a call for action, pleading for TTIP and against the US Jones Act which forbids cabotage, i.e. coastal shipping for all vessels not owned, built and crewed in the USA. This US act is pure protectionism and goes against his liberal political philosophy: pro free trade, pro market economics and against any form of unsubstantiated trade and market barriers. I truly hope other liberal politicians in Europe and the rest of the world do the same.”72 It is thus clear that Verhofstadt, in his capacity as an elected MEP, encouraged an industry that he has a significant financial interest in, to lobby the EU on an issue that would, allegedly, be profitable for that industry. This case highlights the problems that can arise when MEPs have positions on boards of companies with commercial interests in dossiers that MEPs are in a position to
influence: it can create the public perception of potential conflicts of interest.

The same concern is raised by Verhofstadt’s Directorship of Sofina (Société Financière de Transports et d’Entreprises Industrielles) a multi-billion euro Belgian investment and holding company, a position which earns him over €10,000 monthly.73 Whilst the highest income bracket that can be declared on the DoFi is “More than €10,001 per month”, according to Sofina’s 2013 Annual Report, Verhofstadt received pay of €130.5 thousand in 2013, before tax.74 Mr Verhofstadt’s office has confirmed that this amount is correct.75 Sofina’s portfolio (i.e. companies in which it has a stake) include French energy giant GDF Suez, global food industry player Danone and Belgian super-market firm Colruyt.76 Sofina also has a stake in GDF Suez subsidiary, Suez Environnement, which, it was reported last year, was involved in bids concerning water privatisation in Greece.77 Whilst Sofina itself is not in the lobby register (and may not be lobbying at EU level), some of the companies it has a stake in declare EU lobbying activities in the Transparency Register, including Danone and Suez Environnement.78 With significant investments in telecommunications, banks and insurance, and energy,79 Verhofstadt’s high earnings from Sofina could raise concerns about potential conflicts of interest in numerous policy areas that the European Parliament legislates on, and upon which Verhofstadt must vote.

With respect to his directorships of Exmar and Sofina, Mr Verhofstadt’s office commented that he “is an independent director under Belgian law and in line with the Belgian Corporate Governance Code of 2009. A director under Belgian law has no operational duties at all. He does not work or lobby for the company, but on the contrary has a supervisory task and has to control the company in terms of good governance. On top of that, the Belgian law requires a number of independent directors, of whom Mr. Verhofstadt is one and who have to respond to severe criteria to guarantee their independence towards the company. The Belgian law in itself eliminates the risk of a potential conflict of interest.”80 This response focuses on whether Verhofstadt’s position as an MEP could influence his independence towards the companies of which he is a paid, independent director. It does not address the more relevant question of whether his being on the payroll of these companies, and indeed the extent of his financial interest in them, could potentially influence his independence as an MEP.

In response to our request for comment regarding the concern that Mr Verhofstadt’s role as an MEP and his interests in Sofina and Exmar may give rise to the perception of potential conflicts of interest, Mr Verhofstadt’s office responded:

“I would like to express my surprise at the implication you are trying to make that MEPS with external activities necessarily find themselves in breach of their own code of conduct. I do not find this acceptable as Mr. Verhofstadt is clearly complying with the rules on transparency which at the very least enabled you to find out about his external activities.”


It should be noted that we do not imply that an MEP declaring some external activity necessarily breeches the code or is in a situation of conflict of interest. Quite clearly, it is the nature of an outside role or activity as well as the commercial or other interests of the organisation for which the role or activity is for. Mr Verhofstadt’s office conclude that that they do "not see how these activities could fall in any way under Article 1 of the Code of Conduct for MEPS defining ‘conflict of interest’ i.e. when an MEP ‘has a personal interest that could improperly influence the performance of his or her duties as a Member’, it is however the task of ethics regulations and transparency rules to prevent situations of potential conflicts of interest from arising. Similarly, we do not seek to demonstrate actual conflicts of interests, but to flag up where a situation could create the appearance of, or the conditions for, potential conflicts of interest between an MEP’s outside, private interests and their obligation to act in the public interest. It is for these reasons that the MEP Code of Conduct should be updated to explicitly exclude paid or unpaid positions on advisory or supervisory boards of companies which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament, or operate in fields that MEPS may regulate.81

Whose representatives? 13
Dariusz Rosati

Dariusz Rosati is a Polish EPP MEP, elected in 2014, and previously an MEP from 2004-2009. In his DoFi, under Committee and Board memberships, he declares being a Member of the Supervisory Board of Bank Millennium, Poland earning him €1001 to €5000 per month. Under Occasional outside activity he declares being a Member of the Advisory Board of Meridiam Company, France, also earning him an annual equivalent of €1001 to €5000 per month. In the latter category, Rosati also declares “Lecturing”, whilst under Regular outside activity, Rosati lists two more academic positions, all of which earn him €1001 to €5000 per month.

As an MEP who sits on the ECON committee, and is a substitute on the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection (IMCO), Rosati is heavily involved in economic and monetary policy, banking reform, etc. Moreover, within ECON, Rosati was Rapporteur for the Report on the European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2015, March 2015. He has also been active in plenary debates on economic and financial dossiers, including regarding the controversial 6-pack and 2-pack regulations and in defence of the European Central Bank’s policies. It is therefore clear that Rosati’s positions earning a total of up to €10,000 a month from a major Polish bank and a global investor and asset manager may raise concerns about the perception of potential conflicts of interest.

Meridiam is a global investor and asset manager specializing in public and community infrastructure, with €2.8 billion of assets under management. Meridiam is signed up to the Transparency Register, and declares 6 lobbyists and EU lobby expenditure of < €50,000 in 2014. It is also listed as a client of two lobby consultancies, both with Brussels offices, Sovereign Strategy (< € 50,000 in 2013) and EUROS / AGENCY (< € 50,000 in 2014). On its own website, Meridiam states that its “expertise on infrastructure has been sought by European institutions”, that the company participated actively “in the preliminary works that led in 2012 to the European Commission Green Paper on long-term investment”, and that Meridiam experts have taken part in Commission working groups on the financing of Trans-European transport networks (TEN-T).

Bank Millennium is one of Poland’s largest banking groups, and is majority owned (65.5% shareholding) by Portugal’s largest commercial bank, Banco Comercial Portugues (Millennium bcp). Whilst Bank Millennium has not signed up to the Transparency Register, its parent Millennium bcp is listed as a client of lobby consultancy EUPORTUNITY (QB, Lda.), paying the firm between €50,000 and €100,000 in 2013. Euportunity, a Portuguese consultancy specializing in European affairs, with offices in Brussels and Lisbon, has 7 lobbyists accredited to the European Parliament, and on its website promises clients that their “influence will be actively felt in the preparation of dossiers”. The fact that Millennium Bank’s commercial interests are deeply affected by EU financial legislation is demonstrated not only by its parent company hiring an EU lobby firm, but by the extensive information provided on its website about how the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) has affected it.

In response to request for comment, Mr Rosati responded that none of his activities in any of the above mentioned roles fall under the definition of interest representation nor create any conflict of interest with his duties as an MEP. With respect to his membership of Bank Millennium’s Supervisory Board, he pointed out that he is an “independent member”, a role which Polish corporate governance legal regulations, and corporate best practice guidelines, indicate Polish companies should include in their Supervisory Boards. Furthermore, Rosati states that:

“The independent members are elected not to represent owners or principal shareholders, but rather dispersed and individual shareholders, as well as general public interest. This is how my role in the Bank Millennium’s Supervisory Board is defined. Moreover, while being ECON member, I strictly avoid taking on tasks within my parliamentary responsibilities, such as reports or opinions, that may be directly relevant for financial industry in general, and for banking sector in particular. I also refrain from taking strong positions on such dossiers. In ECON, I specialize in macroeconomic issues and policies (the example being
my last report on The European Semester, but also my interventions at plenary sessions). Thus, with respect to my role in the Bank Millennium’s Supervisory Board, I see no conflict of interest with my duties as MEP.”

With respect to his membership of Meridiam’s Advisory Board, Mr Rosati stated that his role “is to give opinions on various aspects of the overall economic situation and prospects in my home country Poland, where Meridian has been active as investor in transport infrastructure... in my capacity as ECON member I strictly avoid taking on responsibilities on dossiers that concern asset management regulations or otherwise may be relevant for institutional investment industry in general, and for Meridiam Company in particular.” He again concludes that he has no conflict of interest.

Despite Mr Rosati’s assurances that his financial industry positions do not influence his work on the ECON committee, and that he refrains from taking Parliamentary responsibilities that directly concern his outside financial industry interests, we would note that economic governance issues and macroeconomic policies are also of great importance for banks, and for investment firms. Furthermore, as an ECON member Rosati still has a responsibility to vote on reports or opinions that are more directly relevant to the financial industry. For the sake of public trust in the integrity of the European Parliament, the MEP Code of Conduct should ban any paid or unpaid position on advisory or supervisory boards of companies operating in fields that MEPs are likely to regulate or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament.
New Parliament, old problems

Coupled with the new or previously undocumented cases of MEPs declaring outside interests explored in the previous section, this section takes an in depth look at four cases that have been covered in previous years by Friends of the Earth Europe, Corporate Europe Observatory, LobbyControl and others, but which remain unresolved. Namely, Rachida Dati (EPP), Nirj Deva (ECR), Paul Rübig (EPP) and Bendt Bendtsen (EPP). These are cases where the MEPs concerned continue to hold outside interests that we believe raise concerns about potential conflicts of interest, but where weaknesses in the Code of Conduct, or the enforcement of it, mean that no action – at least known to the public – has been taken.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEP</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Who are they working for?</th>
<th>Relevant committee positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachida Dati</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>A lawyer for unknown clients, facing unresolved allegations concerning consultancy work for French energy company <strong>GDF Suez</strong></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nirj Deva</td>
<td>ECR</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Chair of the board of UK firm <strong>Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC</strong></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendt Bendtsen</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Director of Danish shipping firm <strong>Esvagt</strong> and of shipping firms-owner <strong>Lauritzen-Fonden</strong>, and a member of <strong>Danske Bank</strong>’s advisory board</td>
<td>Member of energy and industry committee and substitute on international trade committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Rübig</td>
<td>EPP</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Regular outside activity for business representation <strong>WKÖ</strong>, <strong>the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber</strong></td>
<td>Member of energy and industry committee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rachida Dati

Rachida Dati is a French EPP MEP, elected in 2009 and again in 2014. She is former French Minister of Justice and Mayor of the 7th arrondissement of Paris and Conseillère de Paris 2008 - 2014. Dati’s DoFI declares that she earns €10,001 or more per month as an “Avocat” or lawyer, a fact which caused significant - and still unresolved – controversy in the last European Parliament. The absence of an upper limit to the top income bracket that can be declared on DoFIs means that it is only thanks to Dati’s completion of her French declaration of interest – which has stricter disclosure rules and enforcement – that we know her earnings as a lawyer amounted to €625,000 in 2010, €539,000 in 2011, €704,000 in 2012, and €205,000 in 2013.100

In May 2014, Friends of the Earth Europe, Corporate Europe Observatory and LobbyControl reported on the unanswered questions over Rachida Dati’s work as a lawyer and allegegations in the French media that Dati had been acting as a consultant or de facto lobbyist. GDF Suez declares spending €1.8 billion (half of which energy, and strangely enough, everything that she does seems to correspond exactly to the interest of one particular industry lobby, namely Gaz De France. At one time a publicist admitted that she was acting on behalf of Gaz De France and specifically stated the amount she got in payment for that; and that case was also recommended for an official investigation [...] not a single one of these cases has had any conclusion and there have been no consequences.”

Despite Dati’s re-election as an MEP and continued declaration of monthly earnings over €10,001, and despite Schulz’ re-election as President of the European Parliament, no further action or investigation has been undertaken – as far as is publicly known. However, in November 2014 the Cabinet of President Schultz informed Friends of the Earth Europe and Corporate Europe Observatory that it would request further clarification from Ms Dati. Nothing more has been heard since then, although an update on the situation was requested in April 2015.104 It cannot be allowed that a potential conflict of interest of such significant scope, involving such large sums of money, and one

recommendation by the Parliament’s advisory committee for further investigation, is simply swept under the carpet.

Whilst Dati was previously a member of ITRE, she now sits on the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (LIBE). Her DoFI further lists four committee and board memberships, including, “Administrateur - SYTCOM (Non remunere).”105 Whilst “Sytcom” proved extremely difficult to trace, “SYCTOM: l’agence métropolitaine des déchets ménagers” (Paris’ Metropolitan agency for household waste) listed Dati as a member, in her Mayoral capacity, in both 2011 and 2012.106 Despite contacting Ms Dati for clarification and comment, we have received no response to date. Perhaps of note however, is that SYCTOM recently awarded a consortium led by Suez environnement (a GDF Suez subsidiary) a contract worth €1.8 billion (half of which will go to Suez environnement) for an energy-from-waste recovery facility in Paris.108

Dati’s case illustrates best why the MEP Code of Conduct should be updated to include a clear ban on MEPS engaging in any lobbying or paid work to represent outside bodies (including law firms engaged in lobbying at the EU level, or carried out under the auspices of being a lawyer). It also demonstrates why stricter disclosure requirements, including more detailed descriptions of otherwise
ambiguous job titles or categories such as “Lawyer”, are needed. But these changes alone are not enough. Without stronger measures to tackle and prevent possible conflicts of interests when they occur, including a reformed and extended mandate of the advisory committee, additional remedies and/or sanctions when conflicts of interest occur, and efforts to ensure these are being applied, Dati’s case may still remain unresolved. President Schulz must follow through on the recommendations of the former advisory committee chair and launch or support a full investigation into Dati’s activities as a lawyer and the allegations regarding GDF Suez.

Nirj Deva

Nirj Deva is a UK Tory MEP (British Conservative or ‘Tory’ Party MEPs are part of the ECR grouping in the European Parliament), in office since 1999. Deva sits on numerous Parliamentary Committees including being Vice-Chair of the Committee on Development (DEVE), Chair of Delegation for relations with the Korean Peninsula (DKOR) and a substitute on the Committee on Foreign Affairs (AFET). Aspects of Deva’s declared outside interests have previously been covered in a Corporate Europe Observatory, LobbyControl et al 2011 report, and we believe there is still cause for concern over potential conflicts of interests. In his most recent DoFI dated 18 March 2015, amongst other things (including extensive business interests in Sri Lanka), Deva declares committee/board membership of Symphony Plastic Technologies PLC, earning him €1001 to €5000 per month. He also declares holdings in Symphony Plastic Technologies PLC, earning him €1001 to €5000 per month.

Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC (as the company is now known) is a British company that develops and markets plastic products worldwide – or as it brands itself, a company “finding technical solutions to the world’s environmental and public health problems by making plastic smarter”. Deva is Chairman of the Board of Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC, the largest manufacturer of oxo-biodegradable plastic bags, with revenues of £7.19 million in 2013. Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC is not signed up to the Transparency Register, but one of the Symphony Group companies, Symphony Environmental Ltd, is listed as a client of major Brussels-based lobby consultancy Fleishman-Hillard, bringing them a turnover of €10,000 to €24,999 for EU-level “interest representation” activities in 2014.

Deva’s role for Symphony has aroused controversy in the past. The UK newspaper The Times reported that Deva used an official trip to Barbados in 2006 to lobby developing countries against a ban on plastic bags, in the interests of Symphony.

Tory party defending Symphony interests?

In November 2014, a proposed EU-level ban on oxo-biodegradable plastic bags was, during negotiations in the European Council, removed from the draft directive on reducing the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags in Europe. This was apparently due in part to “a strong UK stand against a ban of ‘oxo-degradable’ plastic bags, despite contrary advice from the UK environment department”. This was seen by some in the European Parliament to be a result of “the business affairs of leading Tory politicians,” as reported by the Guardian newspaper. As well as Nirj Deva’s chairmanship of Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC, former Tory MP Michael Stephen is the Deputy Chairman of the Board, and according to reports in the plastics industry press, former UK Tory MEP and ECR chair
Martin Callanan is now a consultant for Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC.\textsuperscript{121}

The proposed ban on oxo-biodegradable plastic bags had been added by the European Parliament’s Environment Committee to the Commission’s original draft directive on reducing the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags in Europe.\textsuperscript{122} The European Parliament Environment Committee’s stance on oxo-biodegradable plastic technology was summarised in an Explanatory Statement annexed to the proposed Resolution which stated that oxo-biodegradable plastic technology is “marketed as a solution to littering, when in fact it increases the problem of littering by leading to environmental pollution with micro-plastics. Whether or not these micro-plastics are ultimately “biodegradable” as claimed by those offering this technology is highly controversial.”\textsuperscript{123} Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC’s Deputy Chairman Michael Stephen has stated that in response to the push in the European Parliament for a ban – or “attack” on – oxo-biodegradable plastic bags “we had to defend ourselves. We asked our own government, the UK government, to look into the matter.”\textsuperscript{124} In November 2014, the Tory-led UK government led a blocking minority in the EU Council of Ministers against the measures for reducing the consumption of lightweight plastic carrier bags, including oxo-biodegradable ones. To clarify, lobbying – or interest representation – concerns any activity with the objective of “directly or indirectly influencing the formulation or implementation of policy and the decision-making processes of the EU institutions”.\textsuperscript{125} Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC’s attempts to defend its interests by seeking to influence the UK government’s position in the European Council (one of the three primary EU institutions) falls under this definition.

On 28th April 2015 the European Parliament voted on the revised draft plastic bag directive (which happily for Symphony no longer included an oxo-biodegradable plastic bag ban), and it was passed. Deva, in accordance with the MEP Code of Conduct, declared a commercial interest in the matter and did not vote.\textsuperscript{126}

However, in the plenary debate about the directive,\textsuperscript{127} fellow Tory MEP David Campbell Bannerman, in whose constituency Symphony is located, defended the company’s interests, further illustrating the role of the ECR (the Tories’ grouping in the European Parliament) in reshaping the draft directive. Bannerman described the debate around the plastic bag directive as “characterised by an unjust, misinformed attack on oxo-biodegradable plastics technology” adding that this “innovative technology has been driven by a company [Symphony] in my East of England constituency with 30 dedicated employees”.\textsuperscript{128} Moreover, he noted that it was thanks “to the tireless work by my ECR colleagues, [that] the Commission and Council saw sense. The finalised directive rightly refuses to ban oxo-biodegradable technology and calls on the Commission to conduct a proper scientific study”. Danish Green MEP Margrete Auken, the rapporteur on the dossier, explained that it was only in order to keep the European Council together (i.e. in support of the draft directive as a whole) that they didn’t continue to directly pursue a ban on oxo-biodegradable plastic bags, despite Auken’s argument in the European Parliament plenary debate that “oxo-degradable is worse than nothing”.\textsuperscript{129} Bannerman however reiterated: “there is a lot of unscientific abuse being used against this company and the technology. Let us look at the facts rather than relying on these prejudices.”\textsuperscript{130}

Looking at the facts then, Deva is the paid chair of the board of a group of companies, one of which is engaged in EU-level lobbying (i.e. pays a Brussels lobby firm for activities falling under the definition “interest representation”), and appears to have sought to influence, through the UK government, proposed EU measures to reduce use of its products for environmental reasons.

We are concerned that Deva’s work for a company which has sought to influence EU decision-making has not, as far as is publicly known, led to any consideration by the Parliamentary authorities as to whether this role is in accordance with the MEP Code of Conduct. Article 3.1 of the code states that a conflict of interest exists when an MEP has a “personal interest that could improperly influence the performance of his or her duties” and Article 3.2 that any MEP “who finds that he or she has a conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership or Activity</th>
<th>Categories of income (^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Symphony Plastic Technologies PLC</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Artikin Spence PLC, Sri Lanka (travel and subsistence for expenses only)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Family Trust (confidential trusts for family established by my grandfather in 1997 in Sri Lanka)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. MTD Walkers PLC, Sri Lanka</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hotel Services PVT (Ltd) Travel expenses and hotel accommodation in Sri Lanka to attend board meetings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) Any regular income Members receive in respect of each item declared shall be placed in one of the following categories:

- 1. financial:
  - 1. EUR 500 to EUR 1000 gross a month;
  - 2. EUR 1001 to EUR 5000 gross a month;
  - 3. EUR 5001 to EUR 10 000 gross a month;
  - 4. more than EUR 10 000 gross a month.

- 2. occupational:
  - 1. Hotel Services PVT (Ltd) Travel expenses and hotel accommodation in Sri Lanka to attend board meetings.

- 3. in terms of material:
  - 1. Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC
  - 3. Sri Lanka to attend board meetings.

- 4. More than EUR 10 000 gross a month.

- 5. Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC

\(^3\) Pursuant to Article 4(2)(f) of the Code of Conduct I declare my holding in any company or partnership, where there are potential public policy implications or where that holding gives me significant influence over the affairs of the body in question.

Níri Deva, DoFi, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meprdf/4556_DFI_LEG8_rev1_EN.pdf (Revision no 1–18/03/2015 – most recent version as of 13/04/15)
of interest shall immediately take the necessary steps to address it".\footnote{131} It is our opinion that Deva’s role for Symphony Environmental Technologies PLC could constitute a potential conflict of interest, and we do not believe that merely making this potential conflict transparent (i.e. declaring it in his DoFI), or recusing himself from voting on one particular directive at the end of a legislative process, makes the situation unproblematic. Addressing a potential conflict of interest should require ending the situation that could - not does, but could - improperly influence the performance of an MEP’s duties.

We consider it problematic that the Code of Conduct does not expressly forbid Deva from having a financial interest in a company that has successfully lobbied against the introduction of EU environmental policy which was against its commercial interests. We believe this demonstrates why the MEP Code of Conduct should be updated to explicitly preclude this kind of scenario by banning MEPs from having any paid or unpaid position on an advisory or supervisory board/any type of holding (including shares and stock options) or other financial interest, in companies operating in fields that MEPs are likely to be called upon to regulate, or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament.\footnote{132} We also believe there is a need for the Parliament’s advisory committee on the Code of Conduct to have more investigative capacity, more teeth, and more independence, in order to ensure that the Code is being implemented fully.

We have twice contacted Mr Deva for comment in relation to our concerns, but have received no response to date.\footnote{133}

\section*{Bendt Bendtsen}

Bendt Bendtsen is a Danish EPP MEP, in office since 2009, whose DoFI declares four posts involving regular outside activity, including as a Director of shipping firm Esvagt (<\(€500\) per month) and as a Director of the Lauritzen-Fond-en, earning him \(€1001\) to \(€5000\) per month. Esvagt is 75% owned by Danish shipping giant Maersk (although these shares were put on sale in March 2015 for around four billion dollars).\footnote{137} Bendtsen and his party have a controversial history with Maersk. Reportedly, Maersk donated 100,000 DKK (over ten thousand euros) to Bendtsen’s Conservative People’s Party (DKF) in the run up to the European elections in May 2014.\footnote{138} But it goes back further: as trade minister in the Danish government, in 2003 Bendtsen controversially signed over huge Danish oil concessions to Maersk, with highly favourable conditions for the company.\footnote{139} It was later insinuated in the Danish press that Bendtsen’s directorship of Esvagt may have been a reward for this.\footnote{130} Lauritzen Fonden is a “commercial foundation with humanitarian activities” that is the “parent company of the shipping companies J. Lauritzen (wholly owned) and DFDS (42.8% holding), as well as the private limited company LF Investment ApS” which has has holdings in companies including in the oil analysis and biotechnology sectors.\footnote{141} Under committee and board memberships (where Bendtsen re-lists all four regular outside activities) Bendtsen furthermore declares being a Director of Seamount, “the strategic partner for shipping companies all over the world”.\footnote{142}

As well as these significant shipping industry interests, Bendtsen declares being a member of Danske Bank’s Advisory Board (<\(€500\) per month).\footnote{143} Whilst not a lucrative position financially (DKK 25,000 per year, or approximately €3,350), having an advisory role for Denmark’s biggest bank, on a board whose mission is to “to support and promote Danske Bank’s development, growth and reputation both in Denmark and abroad”, is of particular concern.\footnote{144} Danske Bank is an active financial lobby group at EU level, listing lobby expenditure of €20,000 in 2013,\footnote{145} as well as
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Afore Consulting (< €50,000 July 2013 to June 2014), €50,000 in 2013).146 Danske Bank also declares member-
ship of several industry associations lobbying in Brussels, including the Association for Financial Markets in Europe
(AFME) and the European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (EVCA).147 Bendtsen sits on the ITRE committee, which is responsible for many dossiers related to shipping industry interests, from fuel regulations to Research and Innovation in the Blue Economy.148

All of the outside interests described above were declared in Bendtsen’s DoFI in the last Parliament, as detailed
in Friends of the Earth, Corporate Europe Observatory, Lobby Control and Spinnwatch’s 2013 report ‘New code, old conduct?’154 At the time, Mr Bendtsen responded to a request for comment that his DoFI fulfils the requirements of the code of conduct. Despite a more recent request for comment and clarification, we have to date received no response.155 Although concerns were raised about Bendt-
sen’s potential conflicts of interest in 2011 and 2013 (see background above), no action, as far as is publicly known, has been taken. It is high time for the European Parliament to take its own Code of Conduct seriously enough to investi-
gate whether Bendtsen’s outside interests in shipping and finance, together with his duties and activities in the
European Parliament, constitute a potential conflict of interest, and to make public any remedy or sanction applied.
Furthermore, it is clear that advisory positions for companies that have a clear commercial interest in legislation and
regulations that the European Parliament co-legislates should not be permitted.156

being listed as a client for prominent Brussels lobby firms
Afore Consulting (< €50,000 July 2013 to June 2014),
Fleishman-Hillard (€50,000 to €100,000 in 2013), G Plus
Ltd (< €50,000 in 2013) and Kreab Gavin Anderson (<
€50,000 in 2013).146 Danske Bank also declares member-
ship of several industry associations lobbying in Brussels,
including the Association for Financial Markets in Europe
(AFME) and the European Private Equity and Venture Cap-
ital Association (EVCA).147
Paul Rübig is an Austrian EPP MEP, in office since 1996, who sits on the ITRE committee, amongst others, at the same time as declaring regular outside activity earning him €1001 to €5000 per month for WKÖ, the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber, a prominent business representation. In the Transparency Register, WKÖ, which has a Brussels office, declares 13 lobbyists and an EU lobby expenditure of €900,000 to €1,000,000 in 2012. Rübig’s DoFi also reveals that he receives staff support from the WKÖ Trainee Program (as well as from the Institut für Bildung und Innovation, a partner of IV OÖ) - see below).

Rübig’s links to WKÖ were flagged up in 2011 and 2013, after WKÖ’s then director of the industrial division revealed that Rübig’s role is to “report on current developments in Brussels” and receive “important information from industry”, including “no-goes.” Rübig at the time responded that because WKÖ is set up by Austrian federal law, and every entrepreneur in Austria is by law member of the WKÖ, including Rübig who was elected to his role, WKÖ is not per se a lobby group. WKÖ’s specific role set out in Austrian law however does not change the fact that it is involved in lobbying at the EU level, representing both SMEs and powerful companies such as OMV, Raiffeisen bank and Austrian Airlines, which have direct commercial interests in the European Parliament’s regulatory activities. Rübig’s renumbered involvement with WKÖ, apparently providing WKÖ with information that is used to lobby on legislation at the EU level, may therefore be considered as clear risk of a potential conflict of interest.

In response to a recent request for comment on his DoFi, Mr Rübig’s office referred to its April 2013 response to similar questions, declaring that “These answers are still valid.” With regards to receiving staff support from the WKÖ Trainee Program, Rübig’s office stated in April 2013 that he “offers young people who participate in rotating trainee programs of WKÖ...to work for a limited period of time in his office to gain professional experience... A large part of the salary is paid out of Mr Rübig’s budget and... the trainees act under the full responsibility and exclusive authority of Mr Rübig... This traineeship agreement was transmitted to the Secretary General of the European Parliament, who examined and confirmed the legality of this arrangement”. This appears to suggest that the salaries of trainees who benefit from this scheme are partly financed from the MEP’s budget and partly financed by WKÖ.

In his 2015 response, Mr Rübig’s office reiterated “the nature of the Federal Chamber as a self-governing body under public law, anchored in the Austrian Social Partnership and supervised by the Austrian Federal Ministry of the Economy. With regard to the traineeship agreement that you were referring to in your e-mail, we would like to repeat that it was transmitted to the Secretary General of the European Parliament who examined and confirmed the legality of this arrangement. Furthermore, the advisory committee on the code of conduct for MEPs has also reviewed the agreement without any conclusions in view of possible irregularities.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tätigkeit</th>
<th>Einkommenskategorien 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. WKÖ</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitgliedschaft oder Tätigkeit</th>
<th>Einkommenskategorien 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Alumni Club HTL Steyr, Gypsum Forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. EEF, EMF, IV OÖ, Kangaroo Group, K41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. EFSG, Paneuropäische Arbeitsgruppe der EEF, EPCT, PPTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pro Wels West, Raw Materials Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. SME-GLOBAL, SME-Europe, STS Council</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Intergroup Climate Change, Biodiversity &amp; Sustainable Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C) „Gemäß Artikel 4 Absatz 2 Buchstabe e des Verhaltenskodex gebe ich jegliche vergütete regelmäßige Tätigkeit an, die ich neben der Wahrnehmung meines Mandats als Angestellter oder Selbstständiger ausübe:“

(D) „Gemäß Artikel 4 Absatz 2 Buchstabe d des Verhaltenskodex erkläre ich jegliche Mitgliedschaften in Leistungserbringung oder Ausschreiben von Unternehmen, nichtstaatlichen Organisationen, Verbänden oder sonstigen rechtlich geschäftlich Einrichtungen oder jegliche sonstige auswärtsige Tätigkeit, die ich mit oder ohne Vergütung ausübe:“

Despite the failure of the Parliamentary authorities - according to Rübig’s office, including the Advisory Committee on the code of conduct - to prevent a business representation engaged in lobbying the EU from part-financing trainee staff in an MEP’s office, it is our view that this situation remains problematic in terms of the public perception, even if not the realisation, of undue influence. Given that all MEPs receive a maximum monthly allowance of €21,209 for their staffing arrangements, intended to guarantee the independence of MEPs and their staff, Rübig’s acceptance of extra staff support from a business group with commercial interest in influencing European regulations that he has a responsibility for drafting, inevitably raises concerns about possible undue influence.

Article 1 of the MEP code states that MEPs should “act solely in the public interest and refrain from obtaining or seeking to obtain any direct or indirect financial benefit or other reward”. Article 2 adds that MEPs shall “not solicit, accept or receive any direct or indirect financial benefit or other reward in exchange for influencing, or voting on, legislation, motions for a resolution, written declarations or questions tabled in Parliament or any of its committees”. MEPs accepting money from lobby groups to employ staff or employing staff who are linked to lobby groups are likely to increase the risk of a potential conflict of interests. Such practices should not be accepted by the parliamentary authorities and any payments already made should be disclosed. The Code of Conduct should be updated to stop MEPs from accepting any kind of support, be it staff or other support, from a third party.167

In 2013, we raised the point that Rübig’s DoFi illustrates how transparency does not automatically go hand in hand with accountability. The European Parliament’s transparency system can only be effective if DoFIs are actively reviewed by the parliamentary authorities, and steps taken to prevent any risk of potential conflicts of interests when overlapping interests are detected.168 Two years later, with Rübig’s DoFi still revealing significant links with business lobby WKÖ, this point couldn’t be clearer. The MEP Code of Conduct should be updated to explicitly exclude being employed or receiving any other form of benefit or reward from an industry lobby group, a lobby consultancy or any other lobby actor. This must go hand in hand with measures to tackle and prevent possible conflicts of interests when they occur, including a reformed and extended mandate of the advisory committee, augmenting the existing remedies and/or sanctions, and ensuring these are being applied.169
Conclusion and recommendations

All of these cases, both new and old, show that the MEP Code of Conduct is not yet robust enough, nor being applied strictly enough, to prevent potential conflicts of interest from arising. For the sake of public interest law-making and the integrity of the European Parliament – as well as the appearance of these - the MEP Code of Conduct should be updated in a number of ways, many of which have been noted throughout this report.

Firstly, it should be explicitly clarified that advising or providing other lobby services to companies influencing the European Parliament is not permissible, and that the Code of Conduct is not only intended to make any and all private interests transparent, but includes measures to tackle and prevent possible conflicts of interests when they occur. As such, Article 3 should be rephrased to include a clear ban on MEPs holding side jobs or other paid work that could lead to a conflict of interest, including a list of clear criteria to define which activities constitute a conflict of interest. These would include the following activities:

- Being employed or receiving any other form of benefit or reward from an industry lobby group, a lobby consultancy or any other lobby actor;
- Any lobbying or paid work to represent outside bodies (including law firms engaged in lobbying at the EU level, or carried out under the auspices of being a lawyer);
- Any paid or unpaid position on an advisory or supervisory board, or other position of power such as an executive or CEO, of companies operating in fields that MEPs are likely to regulate or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament;
- Any type of holding (including shares and stock options) or other financial interest in companies operating in fields that MEPs are likely to regulate or which have an interest in influencing the European Parliament.

Tighter disclosure requirements for outside financial interests are also needed, including more detailed descriptions of otherwise ambiguous job titles or categories such as "Consultant", "Expert", "Lawyer", "Economist", etc, including listing clients and the subject and nature of, and fee for, the consultancy service provided to each client. Smaller and regular bandwidths for outside earnings should also be introduced, including requiring any monthly income higher than €10,000 to be fully disclosed, to correct the existing effect that the more an MEPs earns on the side, the less we have a right to know. In order to prevent attempts of policy capture of individual members in their duties, MEPs should furthermore not be allowed to accept any kind of support, be it staff or other support, from any third party, with the exception of political parties.

The composition of the advisory committee on the Code of Conduct for MEPs should also be reformed, to be comprised of external independent ethics experts, and mandated to investigate any potential conflict of interest as required. It is not good practice for colleagues to ‘judge’ or even advise other colleagues, and the track record of a lack of action on DoFIs that reveal potential conflicts of interest adds weight to this. The committee should also be able to investigate complaints made by stakeholders or the general public, proactively conduct spot checks on the DoFIs submitted by MEPs for plausibility, and investigate any inconsistencies or lack of accuracy in the data. This requires a well-resourced secretariat to carry out effective monitoring and investigations.

Finally, the existing remedies and/or sanctions should be augmented, together with efforts to ensure these are being applied when conflicts of interest occur (for more details see ALTER-EU’s March 2015 briefing), and public disclosure of any remedy or sanction applied to an MEP.170
This initial analysis was aided by http://www.integritywatch.eu/, an online tool created by Transparency International EU Office which collates the data from MEPs DoFIs into a more easily searchable format. All data from MEP DoFIs used in this report however comes directly from the most recent version of each MEP's DoFI as of 09/04/15, unless otherwise indicated.
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